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Complex Modelling Requirements to Successfully Operationalize Analytics
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The U.S. mortgage market is estimated to be more than US$14 trillion in size and

represents the largest asset classes in the financial industry. However, after the

2008 economic crisis, the focus has shifted from driving topline growth to

ensuring overall portfolio profitability. Capital requirements for maintaining

compliance with regulations such as Basel II/III have increased. Consumer

protection laws such as servicer consent orders and servicer alignment initiatives

have increased cost of servicing mortgages significantly (see Figure below).

This pressure on mortgage portfolio profitability has resulted in multiple banks

having to sell off their portfolio – Bank of America sold collection rights for over

US$200 billion, Wells Fargo began marketing its rights on US$41 billion of

government-backed home loans, and Citigroup sold mortgage-servicing rights

for about 21% of its total contracts1. The share of top five banks in the U.S.

mortgage market has fallen from 60% to less than 40% over the last five years. 

Business forces increasing pressure on mortgage portfolio profitability

Role of analytics in mortgage portfolio profitability

The immediate aftermath of the economic turmoil was more careful and stricter

evaluation of loan applications as well close monitoring of the portfolio

performance. This relied mainly on correlation / pattern analysis of lagging

indicators such as delinquency. Over the last couple of years (post Basel II), banks

have also been developing solutions to leverage leading indicators of mortgage

quality to run stress tests under different scenarios and get ahead of the curve.

As a result, mortgage portfolio analytics have evolved from descriptive analytics

(algorithms using borrower’s FICO score, current LTV2 ratio, loan size, and

maturity to predict delinquencies) to sophisticated predictive and prescriptive

solutions (leveraging state-level data, macroeconomic data, in addition to

internal data, and then use econometric models, as well as multi-period

simulation predicting mortgage portfolio quality) (see Figure on following page).
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2  LTV – Loan to Value
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These advanced analytics not only help determine mortgage pool quality, they

also help to determine prepayments, delinquencies, defaults, and cash-flows for

mortgages. Analytics allow firms to adjust LTV ratios, in accordance with

regulations, to meeting capital requirements. If the mortgage portfolio is used

for trading/investment purpose, it can be used to calculate various portfolio risk

measures (for instance VaR1).

Range of mortgage portfolio analytics

Successfully operationalizing mortgage portfolio analytics

Initiatives to develop predictive and prescriptive analytics based on leading

indicators of mortgage quality typically hit two major operational challenges:

1. IT infrastructure and reliable data feeds: Predictive and prescriptive

mortgage portfolio analytics is a big data problem. It involves various

internal and external data sources across lagging and leading indicators.

Processing such huge volume of data requires state-of-the-art IT

infrastructure. Regular and clean data inputs are also required to ensure that

the model remains valid. As a result, data cleansing is also a major

challenge

2. Ensuring the model stays relevant over time: Portfolio risk needs to be

analyzed on a regular basis (monthly/quarterly). However, most variables

within a mortgage portfolio analytics model are dynamic – borrowers credit

score and other attributes, collateral values as well as structural, economic,

and regulatory environment changes over time. The analytical model,

however, needs to stay relevant and stand the test of time. Making sure that

the predicted and actual values stay within a zone of acceptable error is a

significant challenge
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The emerging best practices to successfully operationalize mortgage portfolio

analytics:

    Modular and flexible solutions: Analytical and simulation models need to be

designed keeping in mind that they will be adjusted and refined over time.

They have to be easily updatable and different models should be able to

communicate with each other

    Internal layer of data cleansing: Direct feed of external data can result in

compromising the confidence levels of simulation models. Hence, most

organizations implementing sophisticated mortgage portfolio analytics

consider building an internal layer of data cleansing that then feeds into the

model

    Centralized pool of data modeling resources: Such a team works on

portfolio analytics across different asset classes (mortgages, equity, etc.)

instead of focusing exclusively only on the mortgage portfolio. A common

central pool as opposed to resources embedded with the mortgage line of

business improves overall utilization of these scarce and expensive

resources. Shared services and Global In-house Centers (GICs) are also

increasingly leveraged to build such a team. Offshore third-party service

providers can also be utilized for data management and testing of systems

to improve scalability and speed to market

Conclusion 

A range of predictive and prescriptive analytics are now available that provide

real insights into the quality of a mortgage portfolio using both lagging and

leading indicators. However, more than technology, success will be determined

by how effectively banks design their processes and leverage people to

operationalize such analytics.
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